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'SUKU SUKU WHAT SHALL I DO?':

HINDI CINEMA AND THE POLITICS OF MUSIC IN TRINIDAD

Tejaswini Niranjana

54

East Indian youth: I will write a book called the Romance of Music

and Literature. I will make this book as great as any Shakespeare

play; then I will return to India to endeavour to become a genius in

the film industry.

(Vera Rubin and Marisa Zavalloni, We Wish to be Looked Upon,

1969, interviews with Trinidadian high-school students conducted

in 1957 and 1961)

Indian films of Hollywood badness can be seen; but Satyajit Ray's

Bengali trilogy cannot find an exhibitor.

(V. S. Naipaul, The Middle Passage, 1962)

I recall not being old enough or concerned enough to follow the

story through but being intrigued by the obsession with shame,

insult, honour . . . I could never figure the entrapment . . . as com-

pared to American movies . . . as a child I used to wonder why they

did not just leave town . . . or tell their family to kiss off.

(Christopher Cozier, artist, on his memories of the weekend Indian

movies on TV)

This essay is part of a larger project that investigates questions of cul-

tural identity and nationalism through formations of raced masculini-

ties and femininities in Trinidad, West Indies. The project looks at

Trinidad from India with a view to illuminate some of our own predica-

ments here, the general argument being that an account of the illegitimate

1 My grateful thanks to Christopher

Cozier, Raviji and Anita Samtani for

detailed responses to my queries.

2 The Indian film industry produces

films in many languages, but Hindi is

the one that claims widespread

distribution territories in India and

abroad. Although Tamil films are

popular in some parts of the Indian

subaltern diaspora, in Trinidad only

Hindi films are exhibited.

doubles of Indian modernity, especially in the subaltern diaspora of nine-
teenth-century indentured labourers, would throw new light on our own
contemporary world in India. In preparing this account, I investigate the
intertwining of histories and cultural practices in India and the
Caribbean, focusing on music as a significant travelling practice.

Ever since Bala Joban (Childhood, Youth; dir. Baburao Patel,
1934), the first Indian film to be shown in Trinidad, arrived in 1935,
East Indians—descendants of the indentured migrants who came to
work in the Caribbean between 1845 and 1917—have continued to be
fascinated by this manifestation of'Indian culture'.1 Calypso and the
newer soca are important musical genres in a spectrum that includes
chutney and chutney-soca, forming a crucial arena of cultural-political
intervention (see Niranjana 2006). This essay will discuss how all of
these genres draw on Hindi film music,2 marking yet another area
where 'Indians' and 'Africans' are engaged in crafting Trinidadian cul-
tural forms. As Paul Gilroy among others has suggested, music is
arguably the most significant cultural practice in areas of African hege-
mony in the New World (1993; see especially Chapter 3). So much so
that even in a country like Trinidad, which has a population of 'Indians'
more than or equal to that of 'Africans', I would contend that Hindi
film as a visual product is downplayed in favour of film music which
seems to have, for decades, played a crucial role in the formation of
'Indian' identities. The Hindi films themselves, as I discuss below, have
aroused a host of ambivalent responses among East Indians, while the
songs and their many 'versions' continue to circulate in diverse spaces,
including Creole-dominated ones. One indicator of the popularity of
film music is that there were 'camps' dedicated to playback singers K. L.
Saigal, Mohammed Rafi and Mukesh (singers of the 1950s and 60s),
groups of people in localities and villages who were not formally organ-
ized but were all the same 'very real' (Raviji 2002c). This phenomenon
seems to have been quite prevalent in Trinidad compared to what would
be more familiar in India—fan clubs for film stars.

From all accounts, once Hindi films and their music appeared in
Trinidad, older folk music, classical music, religious music and songs
from the dance-dramas either slowly disappeared or became imbued
with the rhythms and instrumentation of the film songs. One of the
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most popular Hindu bhajans in the Caribbean, for instance, was
'Brindaban ke Krishna Kanhaiyad, from the film Miss Mary (dir. L. V.
Prasad, 1957; Raviji 2002b). During the 'cooking night' for Hindu
weddings, participants enthusiastically sang Hindi film songs alongside
the chutney lyrics common to such occasions.3 As Caldeo Sookram
points out, 'The era of local Indian classical music with stalwarts like
Ramdhanie Sharma, James Ramsewak, Jhagroo Quawal, Ramcharitar,
Taran Persad and others soon faded into oblivion. The "film thing" ruled
the day' (2000: 31). The dance-dramas popular until the 1950s were
overtaken by the 'cabaret dance' of Hindi movie vamps and, more gener-
ally, 'film dances' performed to the film songs.

Opinions about the nature of the impact of Hindi films differ
widely. One scholar argues that 'the influence of Indian films played a
major role in the secularisation and vulgarisation and, generally, in the
degradation of the purer forms of Indian dance. Such dance perform-
ances had no appeal for the more intellectual upper classes of society, as
they were usually full of eroticism and were associated with a laxity of
morals' (Ramjas-Maharaj 1978). The musician Narsaloo Ramaya con-
tends, however, that the coming of Indian films marked 'the beginning
of a cultural awakening' in Trinidad for the East Indians, and that the
films 'radically chang[ed] the direction of musical taste and prevailing
customs'; however, the old-style 'dhrupad, tillana, thumri, ghazal, hori

and bhairavi' disappeared by the 1940s with the death of the older gen-
eration of singers (1991: 45).4 The establishment of Radio Trinidad in
1947 led to the music show 'Indian Talent on Parade'—hosted by
Kamaluddin Mohammed, part of a prominent family known for its
involvement in promoting East Indian performative traditions—which
began broadcasting Hindi film songs. This is especially interesting in
the light of the fact that All India Radio in post-Independence India
refused to broadcast film music, considering it not properly representa-
tive of 'Indian culture'. Talking about her childhood, a retired East
Indian schoolteacher told me that her family was 'typical rural Indian'.
Their lifestyle 'was very simple, very Indian—our food, our music . . .
In those days you had nothing but Hindi film music . . . but we went
for it in a big way. Every evening you had a half hour of Indian music'
(Parvati 1998). She also mentioned that although she still recognized

3 For East Indians, the community

'cooking night' is the Saturday night

before the Sunday wedding (see

Niranjana 2006, especially Chapter

3).

4 The musical forms mentioned here

span both classical and popular

idioms in India.

5 Fhe double meanings in calypso

usually have to do with the sex act or

with male and female sex organs (see

Niranjana 2006, especially Chapters 3

and 4). Indian musician Remo

Fernandes says that the original

Junglee song was inspired by an

American pop number that used the

phrase 'suku suku .

some of the songs, she knew only a few words of Hindi. She had learned
the script as a child in the 1940s but had then forgotten it (ibid.).

Hindi films were first introduced into Trinidad in 1935 by Ranjit
Kumar, an engineer originally from Lahore (now in Pakistan) who had
studied in England (Samaroo 1987). In the early 1940s, Krishna
Golikeri of Bombay was in Chunking, China, where he met
Trinidadian Indrajeet Bahadur—a diplomat on behalf of the British
Indian government, said to have married Rabindranath Tagore's grand-
daughter—who advised him to distribute Hindi films in the Caribbean.
Golikeri formed a company that was later merged with that of the
Samtani family to form India Overseas Ltd, till the leading film distri-
bution company in Trinidad (Basdeo 1997).

Recollecting his memories of Hindi cinema in Trinidad, artist
Christopher Cozier told me that, on long drives to the beach in the
1960s, his Barbadian immigrant parents and his older sisters used to
sing 'what sounded like an Indian movie song', the words of which he
remembered as 'Ayyaiyai Colombo cha suku suku (2002a). A colleague
of mine recognized the song as the one that playback singer
Mohammed Rafi made famous in the him. Junglee (lit., 'of the jungle';
dir. Subodh Mukherjee, 1961), picturized on the wild and romantic
Shammi Kapoor, although he said the words didn't seem right. I wrote
back to Cozier and pointed out that the lyrics probably went 'Ai ya ya

karoon mein kya suku suku, but he insisted that there was a local ver-
sion—perhaps a song by Sundar Popo—in which the words must have
been different, not 'what shall I do {karoon mein kya)' but 'tea from
Colombo' {Colombo cha). Another Trinidadian confirmed that the
song's refrain, popular enough to be recognized by non-East Indians,
was used later in a calypso although he couldn't remember who the
singer was. It is very likely that the gaiety and brisk pace of the intona-
tion in the original song, and the scanty knowledge of Hindi even among
East Indians, helped turn the witty lament of someone suffering from
tabanca into a nonsense rhyme, one that absorbed the phrase 'suku suku

into the Trinidadian tradition of double entendre.5

Tabanca is a Spanish-derived word commonly used in Trinidad
while speaking of romantic love. For Afro-Trinidadians, it refers to
losing a woman's affections to another; the term is extended by Indo-
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Trinidadians to mean 'a state of unrequited love, where a macho
reputation has been prevented, rather than lost'. A study of East Indian
village youth by Niels Sampath mentions a 24-year-old called 'Pastor'
who had converted to Christianity and referred mockingly to his former
religious affiliation, which was Hinduism (1993). Pastor began longing
for a young woman in the village. Not daring to speak to her, he took
to walking back and forth before her house. Without taking his friends'
advice to 'make a move on de chick', Pastor watched videos of Hindi
films where, 'after years of separation the hero and heroine may finally
speak to each other before a painful death', and began attending Hindu
prayer meetings once again. His attempts to console himself were
ridiculed by his friends: 'Poor Pastor. He does want to make a move on
the girl but he ain't getting nowhere. He used to mock them star-boys
in Indian pictures and now he suffering just like they. . . . Once you
does lose courage to take action, bang, tabanca does take hold and you
back sitting and scratching, doing nothing.' Sampath sees the young
man's predicament as a result of his becoming a 'victim of creolisation',
unable to reconcile Trinidadian modernity with 'Indian culture' (ibid.:
248). We find a similar figure, albeit presented in the comic mode, in
Rikki Jai's calypso/chutney-soca 'Sumintra' discussed below.

Cozier also says that, as a child, he had 'this sense, however ridicu-
lous, of them [the protagonists of the movies] being in an un-modern,
non-liberal world' (2002a). For him, this contrasted strangely with how
'the cities looked large and modern like in American movies'. He had
the feeling, shared by other Trinidadians, that 'Trinidad was a small
underdeveloped place' from where Indira Gandhi and Mao Zedong,
along with Woodrow Wilson or Winston Churchill, were seen as lead-
ers of great nations. Cozier speaks of his childhood perception of the
'puzzling stressful scenarios of the Indian films', adding that 'some
Trinis still feel this way'. The films, unlike the songs heard constantly
over the radio, perhaps present a puzzle to contemporary Irinidadians
(including East Indians) precisely because they narrativize the passive
revolution in India,6 the story of the emergence of hegemonic moder-
nities underwritten by the nation-state, making possible the
construction of new kinds of urban subjectivities.

6 For an influential discussion of

passive revolution as a useful term to

understand twentieth-century Indian

history, see Partha Chatterjee (1986).

7 To complicate matters further, one

should note that these characteristics

are associated also with vernacular

languages in India as opposed to

English, although in internal linguis-

tic and cultural hierarchies, languages

like Bengali or Hindi appear as more

'modern' than some of the South

Indian ones.

8 See, for instance, the Fijian Indian

who looks to Indian music for a sense

of her cultural identity and is disap-

pointed by the fact that young

women in Bombay dance to heavy

metal and hard rock (Ray 2000: 174).

A similar idea is to be found in Peter

Manuel who discusses the way in

which an Indo-Guyanese tan singer

decried the 'Westernizing influence of

Indian films' (1997/98: 25).

So what we have in India is, broadly speaking, one kind of national-
modern where normative Indianness comes to be associated in part with
the Hindi language films and their constructions of modern femininity
and masculinity. In Trinidad, on the other hand, there seem to be com-
peting modernities, 'Indian' and 'Creole', where the former often
acquires by contrast the connotations of backwardness, non-rationality
and location in the private sphere, and the latter appears as normative.7

Pastor's story, then, could be read differently—not as a failure to recon-
cile modernity with 'culture', as Sampath put it, but as the lack of fit
between two kinds of national-modern formations. Pastor's difficulty
lies in the fact that he perceives the erotics of Hindi film as being in
opposition to notions of courtship in his Trinidadian context. Trying to
formulate a sense of his cultural identity in relation to the protagonists
of Hindi films takes him out of his own Caribbean history and locates
him within a different, though nonetheless modern, vocabulary of love.
And Pastor, unable to separate the romantic narratives of Hindi cinema
from his notion of 'Indian culture', is rendered incapable of making a
move on the woman because, from the perspective of his New World
subjectivity, that sort of thing does not happen in the films he watches.

Another kind of response to the vexed question of modernity versus
Indianness is reported by Raviji, a Hindu theologian and social commen-
tator: 'We looked at Hindi films for the way of being Indian, often we
were copying their version of the west, rerouted through Hindi films'
(2002a). He goes on to say that 'Hindi films were offering us an India
we starved for and from which we drew our idea for self; however, he
claims, Trinidadian East Indians 'were sensitive enough to sense that it
imitated blindly and resisted it'. Here, Raviji invokes a common trope
in the subaltern diaspora—that it is the diasporic community which is
concerned with preserving true Indianness while the mother country
has culturally compromised itself by copying the West, the implication
being perhaps that one has to be of the West before one can fashion a
resistance to it.8 Raviji indicates that films, comics and even novels were
'taboo' for children when he was growing up in the 1950s, although other
accounts stress that cinema-going was a family activity: 'We couldn't
afford it too frequently. I don't know how much it was, maybe a shilling,
you went occasionally when there was a special film. And when older
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one went more often, like all the very popular films, you never missed
them' (Parvati 1998). In Raviji's family and others like his, 'English
[proper] names, eating in hotels, women wearing pants, cutting their
hair, bareheadedness of women were frowned upon', and the Hindi
films which broke all these rules created a stir in the community, so
much so that Raviji remembers saying, as a young man, If I see Meena
Kumari [famous female star of the 1950s and 1960s] in pants, I'll stop
seeing Hindi films' (2002a). Whether or not Meena Kumari wore
trousers, other Hindi film stars did and, again according to Raviji,
'helped East Indians adopt Western dress' (ibid.).

What role, then, did Hindi cinema play in shaping the subaltern
diaspora's modernity in Trinidad? It gave them access to glamorous
worlds and people who were not of Hollywood, and brought into their
cultural practice a series of lively innovations in music and dance styles.
As Sudipta Kaviraj argues in another context, modernity renders possi-
ble new types of belonging, and even makes it 'obligatory' for people to
'[have] their earlier identities in an altogether different way' (1995:
296). So the meaning of being Indian in Trinidad might have changed
quite dramatically owing to the intervention of Hindi cinema and the
spectatorial practices it initiated. But East Indians of all classes main-
tained a shifting and ambiguous relationship to Hindi films, either
because of aspirations to high cultural forms manifested in the associa-
tion of 'culture', 'refinement' and 'Indianness' or because of cultural
anxieties produced by different vocabularies of modernity that were not
always in alignment. Attraction and dismissal were often coupled in the
same pronouncements about Hindi cinema. This double response, I
suggest, could be generated by the separation of the film songs, which
were widely appreciated for their melodies by East Indians and others,
from the film's narrative structure and plot devices, which invoked
scorn or created embarrassment because of their alleged melodramatic
excesses. The interest in Hindi film songs for most East Indians today
does not derive from any understanding of the lyrics, since even singers
like Drupatee and Rikki Jai, who include these songs in their repertoire,
assert that they do not know Hindi. By the 1950s, Hindi/Bhojpuri
began to diminish in importance as a language of everyday communi-
cation, so much so that today East Indians do not watch Hindi films

TEJASW1NI NIRANJANA

that are not subtitled in English. A young woman in her twenties spoke
about viewing Hindi films on television when she was growing up:

The older people love it, my nani used to sit down, my mothers
mother used to sit down there and she couldn't understand what
the hell going on and sometimes she would say, 'What going on,
what going on?' and I couldn't read when I was younger, you know
[reference to the subtitles]. She tried to understand a little Hindi
going on there and she loved it (Yasmin 1997).

That East Indians do not speak Hindi (sometimes referred to simply as
'Indyan') any more is emphasized by an old village woman in her sev-
enties who told me:

The chirren don' talk Indyan. But I could understan' Indyan. I used
to talk wid my moder. Now we don' have no Indyan people . . .
don' talk Hindi again. All o' dem only talkin' English. We moder
and fader use to talk Indyan to we. But now when yuh go talk
Indyan dem chirren dey eh know what yuh sayin' (Sahidan 1997).

Even if, over the years, Hindi became unintelligible to East Indians
in Trinidad, the structure of Indian films, however, may not have been
unfamiliar. East Indian forms of entertainment since at least the early
twentieth century included dance-dramas like Raja Harishchandra,

Indmsabha (The Court of Indra) and Krishnalila (The Sport of
Krishna), based on tales from Hindu mythology. An intricate narrative
with multiple songs would, therefore, be something the audience would
expect from 'Indian' amusements. As Manas Ray suggests in his work
on Fijian Indian migrants to Australia, the indentureds' place of origin
in India—the area including present-day Bihar, Uttar Pradesh,
Rajasthan—showed the influence of the Bhakti tradition (forms of pop-
ular worship) in which the prominent text was the Tulsi Ramayana, a
retelling of the epic Ramayana by the Bhakti saint-poet Tulsidas (2000).
In such communities, the celebration of Ramlila—involving the enact-
ment of the victory of King Rama over the demon Ravana—was com-
mon, as it is even today in Trinidad or Fiji. The eroticism of the
Radha—Krishna relationship, says Ray, must also have been part of the
interpretive framework with which Indians approached Hindi cinema
(ibid.). The fantasy scenes of Hindi films and the dazzling spectacles
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they provided could also be related to the diverse performative conven-
tions in Trinidad which included not only Ramlila but also Hosay
(Muharram) and, of course, Carnival.

Popular Hindi cinema in general seldom follows what Miriam
Hansen details as the 'principles of narrative dominance, linear and
unobtrusive narration centring on the psychology and agency of indi-
vidual characters, and continuity editing' which are the basis of
Hollywood cinema (1999: 63). Film scholars have pointed out that the
genealogy of Indian film form is somewhat different from Euro-
American cinema, bearing as it does the imprint of multiple local artis-
tic traditions which include mythological dance-dramas, devotional
iconic notions of representation and painting conventions crisscrossing
the Hindu and Muslim traditions of pre-colonial rule. The work of
Ashish Rajadhyaksha on the frontality of address in Indian cinema and
politics (1993: 47-82) and that of M. Madhava Prasad on the darshanic

gaze (a spectatorial look deriving from certain Hindu devotional prac-
tices) (1998), as well as Gulammohammed Sheikh's writing on the
mobility of spatial structure in Indian painting (1993: 143-54) have
provided convincing arguments for the specificity of framing devices in
Indian film. Since Hindi cinema partly drew on these representational
practices as, in Rajadhyaksha's words, 'the modern came to be inscribed
on the popular', early East Indian viewers in Trinidad may have related
more easily to Hindi films than to those produced by Hollywood.

After 7 December 1935, when Bala Joban appeared at the Gaiety
Theatre in San Fernando, all existing forms of East Indian dance, music
and devotion came to be influenced, as pointed out earlier, by Indian
films.9 According to some writers, the coming of Hindi cinema trig-
gered off 'a powerful cultural revival', setting fashions in hairstyle, jew-
ellery and stage shows (Mohammed 1982: 43n5). In the wake of Hindi
films, the orchestra phenomenon became prominent, beginning with
the establishment in 1944 of the Naya Zamana Orchestra by Nazeer
Mohammed. And in 1947, as already mentioned, when Radio Trinidad
was established in pre-Independence Trinidad, the immensely popular
'Indian Talent on Parade' began to be aired.

The influence of Hindi film music was to be seen, as ethnomusi-
cologist Helen Myers points out, in 'the formation during the 1950s,

9 Earlier Indian films shown in

Trinidad were all in English: for

example, during 1930—33, Shirttz,

Light of Asia and Kurmu. According

to Patricia Mohammed, BaLt Joban

was still being screened as late as

1944, drawing large crowds at the

Palace Cinema in San Fernando (in

Kanhai 1999: 78-83).

10 It is not clear whether this year in

Bombay was part of the India

Government scholarship, given the

ambivalent attitude of government-

owned institutions like All India

Radio to Hindi film music.

60s, and 70s of more than a hundred Indian combos, "orchestras"'
(1998). Including Naya Zamana, Myers mentions Solo Sangeet, Satara
Hind, Bean Sangeet, Mai Sangeet, Choti Sangeet Saaj, Hum
Hindustani, Central Merry Makers, Sisons Naya Sansar, Acme Dil
Nadan and the BWIA National Indian Orchestra. As Myers describes
them, the orchestras, comprising 10—15 players and found all over
Trinidad, 'usually include electric guitars, electric keyboards, a drum set,
sometimes mandolin, congo drums, trumpet, violin, and saxophone, as
well as the occasional traditional Indian instrument, for example the
bansuri (flute), and dholak and tabla drums'. Many of the orchestras in
contemporary Trinidad are electronic, dominated by keyboards, guitar
and drums, with an occasional dholak player. The orchestras commonly
played at weddings and parties, and on radio and television, especially
on 'Mastana Bahar, the weekly East Indian talent show established in
1970 (ibid.: 126). Enthusiastic singers, usually not knowing much
Hindi, took part in the numerous contests organized around films like
Junglee and Sangam (Union; dir. Raj Kapoor, 1964) which, according to
film distributors, were among the 10 most popular Hindi films in the
period 1950-2000 (Samtani 2002). The Junglee song contest, for exam-
ple, was held in 1962, with one of its most popular songs being 'Ai ya

ya suku suku. The Junglee Merrymakers Indian Orchestra was formed
after 1963, inspired by playback singer Mohammed Rafi. The key fig-
ure behind this orchestra was singer Azeez Khan (d. 2001) who later
went on an India Government scholarship to Delhi to study music and
then spent a year with the film industry in Bombay, where he met his
idol Mohammed Rafi, singer of 'Suku suku.10 Azeez Khan was com-
mended for the purity of his Hindi pronunciation by another famous
Indian playback singer Hemant Kumar who once awarded him a prize
at a competition in Trinidad. At present, the government-aided
National Council of Indian Culture regularly hosts, at its Divali Nagar
campus in Chaguanas, Central Trinidad, a series of music competitions
including classical (Indian) singing, Memories of Rafi, Memories of
Mukesh, Memories of Kishore Kumar and Local Song Contest on
National Development.

Another Trinidadian selected for the Indian scholarship was the
musician Harry Mahabir. In 1965, Mahabir and his contingent repre-
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sented Trinidad and Tobago at the Commonwealth Arts Festival in
London. As Sharda Patasar puts it, 'The Trinidadian Indian artists went
with a repertoire of Indian film songs originally sung by the great film
singers Lata Mangeshkar and the late Mohammed Rafi from India. On
arrival in London, the Trinidadian artistes were confronted by the con-
tingent from India which included the very singers whom they were try-
ing so desperately to imitate.' Mahabir later spoke about this as one of
the greatest traumas of his life. His group changed their repertoire,
adding folk songs from Trinidad. 'He vowed then to work towards a
unique form of musical expression that was Trinidadian.' Mahabir later
went to India to study music; he then met film artistes in Bombay and
decided to study Western music after his exposure to the electronic
instruments they were using (Patasar 1998: 34-5). Returning to
Trinidad, Mahabir became leader of the BWIA National Indian
Orchestra, providing backing through 'Mastana Bahar to many East
Indian singers, adapting, according to music critic Kim Johnson,
'Indian linear melodies to Western techniques of harmony' (1999).

The 'Mastana Bahar TV show, promoted by the Mohammed
brothers who had long-standing political connections with the ruling
People's National Movement party, debuted on Trinidad and Tobago
Television (TTT) in August 1970. Its duration was half an hour, and it
was organized like a contest (by 1971, lasting 39 weeks). Auditions were
held all over the island and finalists selected. The show was later cut to
26 programmes per series in 1981." Song and dance from Hindi cinema
featured prominently and, often, became the route by which non-East
Indians acquainted themselves with Hindi films. Cozier mentions that
his father 'watched "Mastana Bahar' avidly', and in 'those days that was
how he learnt about the trends in Indian movies as most of the com-
petitors would mime or sing songs from the movies that were popular
in the local cinemas and act out dance scenes, etc. . . . there was little
local stuff then,' he said; 'much less classical Indian stuff. . .' (2002b).

The popularity of 'Mastana Bahar is attested to by The Mighty
Chalkdust (Hollis Liverpool), the schoolteacher-calypsonian whose suc-
cessful career has spanned four decades, and who sang 'Mastana Bahar

or 'Indian Competition' in 1978. The primary addressee of the calypso is
the promoter of the Calypso Monarch competition who must 'hang his

11 Moean Mohammed, bite-1950s

radio presenter, from the same family

which, from 1962, promoted

'Mastana Bahar, an Indian variety

show on 1 I 1.

12 In 1975, African competitors won

the majority of special prizes—best

singer, best musician, best group,

etc.—on 'Mastana Bahar. He does

not, however, mention the names of

the singers (Mohammed 1982: 55). In

1998, 'Mastana Bahar, which for

many years also included a live 'cultural

pageant' (called by some a beauty

contest), crowned as its queen the

Afro-Trinidadian Christine Ramirez

(trained by the Shiv Shakti dance

troupe), attracting praise from those

commending national integration and

criticism from those who wondered

how an 'African' could represent

Indian culture'.

head in shame' that an 'Indian competition' is overtaking the annual
calypso contests in popularity and, more importantly, prize money. If
the first prize for the Calypso Monarch is 4,000 Trinidadian dollars, the
' Mastana'prize is 20,000—a reference that plays on the popular preju-
dice that all East Indians are wealthy. No wonder the latter is able to
lure all the singers, Indian as well as African. Chalkdust takes to singing
'Dil deke dekho, dildeke dekhoji [give the heart, give the heart and see],
dil lene waalon dil dena seekho ji [those who take the heart, you must
learn to give the heart]' (from the Hindi film hit Dil Deke Dekho, dir.
Nasir Hussain, 1959). The promoter of 'Mastana Bahar, Sham
Mohammed, impressed by his 'Indian song', asks why Chalkie is
'singing for mere chick feed/In a national competition', and promises
him airplay on radio and television if he will 'forget the calypso crown'
(the lines give the impression that East Indians control a lot of space on
these media). The calypsonian warns the calypso competition's
promoter that it is the last time he will participate, since it is the
promoter that gets 'the lion's share' and not the singers. Even 'the fifth
prize on 'Mastana BaharVis a trip to Barbados back'! Chalkie now clev-
erly turns the lines of a romantic Hindi film song to good use, singing:

Jo vaada kiya wo nibhaana padega

[what you have promised you must deliver]

rokay zMmana chaahe rokay khudayi

[I don't care if the world stops you, or even God]

Tumko aana padega

[You will still have to come]

Jo vaada kiya wo nibhaana padega

[What you have promised you must deliver]
(from Taj Mahal, dir. M. Sadiq, 1963)12

It was a matter of concern for some East Indians that, in 1971, only five
out of 88 compositions in a 'Mastana Bahar audition were local, the
rest being versions of Hindi film songs. It was in this context that the
career of the renowned singer Sundar Popo began. Popo, whose first
album came out in 1969, sang Trinidadian English lyrics mixed with
some Hindi/Bhojpuri, innovating both musically and in terms of lyrics
from a base of chutney music—the bawdy pre-wedding songs originally
sung by women—as well as Hindi film music. I have discussed
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Film posters for Junglee (TOP LEFT),

DilDeke Dekho (TOP RIGHT)

and Sangam (BELOW).

13 A common method of advertise-

ment until the 1970s on the outskirts

of large Indian cities; popular in

smaller towns and villages to this day.

elsewhere the contribution of Kanchan and Babla, the singer-composer
couple from the Indian film industry, who did remixes of chutney songs
and calypsos in Hindi film-music style. Present-day chutney-soca,
towards which singers like Sundar Popo gestured, also traces its ancestry
to Ras Shorty I who used Indian melodies—often based on film songs
heard over the radio—and Hindi lyrics in his valypsos from way back
in the 1960s. Chalkdust's reference to the growing importance of
'Mastana Bahar as representing the visibility of East Indians on the
Trinidadian cultural landscape was picked up and elaborated many years
later when the Indian-dominated United National Congress (UNC)
came to power in 1995. As political commentator Selwyn Ryan put it,
'The UNC was variously stigmatised as a "Chutney", "Mastana Bahar",

"Indian" or "Hindu" government' (1999). Disgruntled opposition party
supporters referred to a famous 1949 Hindi film song 'Suhani raat dhal

chukf ('The beautiful night is almost past'; sung by Mohammed Rafi in
Dulari, dir. Abdul Rashid Kardar, 1949) when they complained that
'Suhani raat' had become the national anthem of Trinidad {Sunday

Express, 25 October 1998, cited in ibid.: 212).

EXHIBITION OF HINDI FILMS

In July 1970, of 50 theatres counted in the pages of the Express, 12 were
showing Indian films, including the famous Kashmir ki Kali (closest
literal translation: 'the tender bud of Kashmir'; dir. Shakti Samanta,
1964) and Mahal ('Mansion'; dir. Shankar Mukherjee, 1969) (the rest
were 'B' movies). An advertisement for Talash ('Search'; dir. O. P.
Ralhan, 1969), with full English subtitles', runs thus: 'THE ANSWER
TO YOUR UNENDING SEARCH, for all those things that lure your
mind—Possess your heart—Satisfy your soul' (Express 1971: 9). I am
told that about 40 per cent of cinemas would have shown Hindi films
from the 1950s to the 80s, some having special shows of Hindi films on
certain days. There would be single films shown, sometimes double bills
or even triples. The movies were not advertised by huge hoardings as in
Indian cities, although there were big posters at the cinema hall.
Instead, loudspeaker vans drove through the countryside dropping
handbills and playing the records of the film being advertised (Raviji
2002c).'3
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Amita Basdeo's research indicates that movies were first shown
monthly, only on weekends (1997). By the 1940s, there was a weekly
showing at two cinemas; and by the 70s, there were 13 full-time Indian
film houses. From 1946 onwards, with the establishment of the distri-
bution company Indian Films, 30-40 Hindi films were released every
year in Trinidad, Guyana and Surinam. Since it was difficult to get
'playing time' in the theatres which were dominated by the major
Hollywood studios, Indian Films went into exhibition, leasing or pur-
chasing cinema halls in key areas in Trinidad, such as Port-of-Spain,
Tunapuna, Chaguanas and San Fernando (Samtani 2002). A noticeable
decline in public film-viewing in the 1980s was partly because of the
availability of VCRs for home use and partly because of the recession in
the economy and the resultant increase in crimes like mugging which
kept people at home in the evenings (Basdeo 1997; Samtani 2002).
Television also brought down the number of Hindi-film viewers going
to the cinema:

I stopped going to the movies years ago because I recollect people
would start smoking in the cinemas and I would start sneezing and
we'd come out smelling of smoke and so by that time they started
showing a Hindi film on television on Saturdays or Sundays, so you
looked at that instead of going [to the cinema] (Parvati 1998).

The general view of distributors is that audiences are not drawn to
the cinema halls in large numbers any more, whether the film is in
Hindi or English. However, journalists point to a 1990s resurgence in
Hindi film-viewing with the popularity of a new generation of films
addressing a now-homogenized Indian diaspora, and including Hum

Aapke Hain Kaun (lit., 'who am I to you?'; dir. Sooraj Barjatya, 1994),
Dilwale Dulhaniya Lejayenge (lit., 'the large-hearted will take the bride';
dir. Aditya Chopra, 1995), Pardes (lit., 'foreign land'; dir. Subhash Ghai,
1999) and Kuch Kuch Hota Hai (lit., 'something happens'; dir. Karan
Johar, 1998). The normative diasporic here is the immigrant to the First
World, as the settings of many of these films indicate. The structure of
address includes the cosmopolitan middle-class in India as well as the
NRI or nonresident Indian. This latter category, extended to PIO
(persons of Indian origin), is being invoked both in India and in the
diaspora as one that also encompasses the older migrations, where a

14 Such as Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gham

(lit., 'sometimes happiness sometimes

sadness'; dir. Karan Johar, 2001).

15 Daily Express, Saturday, 7 June

1975: letter to the editor from 'Non-

European God-Soul'. But as a visit to

any roti-shop will testify, beef is one

of the most common fillings for East

Indian rotis. This is not to say that

the God-Soul is misleading the

reader, but to suggest that a particular

definitional effect is sought to be

achieved by the representation of

'Indian' habits and tastes (including

food) as different from those of other

Caribbean people.

newly culturalized India is made available for global consumption. As I
have suggested elsewhere (Niranjana 2006, see Chapter 1), with
reference to the strategies of Hindutva organizations, the promise of
equality on new terms (which may not any longer appear as those set
solely by the homeland) is being extended to subaltern diasporic people
who live in the West. Contemporary Hindi films in a somewhat
different manner also hold out this promise, with the West no longer
vilified but, instead, being the location where a pure Indian
nationalism, unsullied by the irritations of daily life in the Third World,
can be practised.14

Although it was only in 1976 that a Hindi film was shown on TTT,
there was a long-standing demand for such films, expressed in
newspaper columns and readers' forums. A letter writer calling
him/herself the 'Non-European God-Soul' wrote to the Express com-
plaining about TXT: All normal people hold the view that television
and radio must of necessity reflect the good taste and culture of all the
peoples of Trinidad and Tobago [even if TTT doesn't think so]. A tally
of films shown in this country places films of India in modern Hindi as
the most popular group of films in Trinidad and Tobago [people who
watch these would like to see them on TV at home]. But instead we are
having American and British films rammed down our throats. And
most of these films are alien to our taste and way of life.' The writer calls
for intervention by Prime Minister Williams, who had once called East
Indians a recalcitrant minority. 'I hereby issue warning: show films of
India on Television, or face a campaign of action until the same is
achieved.' The God-Soul's demand produces a curious metaphor which
suggests that there are major cultural differences between Africans and
East Indians: the writer says that not showing Hindi films on TV is like
denying entry of Jamaican potatoes when Trinidadian shops have none,
and getting plantains and beef (which East Indians apparently do not
need) from Guyana instead.15

Even if Hindi films did not appear on television until the 1970s, in
the oil-boom years from the early 70s to the mid-80s many Indian
singers were invited to perform in the Caribbean. There is a reference
to one such entertainer in the song 'Sumintra, written by Gregory
Ballantyne and sung by Rikki Jai in 1989 in his solo debut on the
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calypso stage. Rikki's calypso begins with an imitation of an Indian
Indian (and not Trinidadian East Indian) male voice saying: 'It gives me
great pleasure this evening to welcome to the Caribbean . . . Lata
Mangeshkar, Lata Mangeshkar, Lata Mangeshkar'—(reverb); then we
hear Rikki's voice singing a phrase from an old Lata song (from Do

Raaste—'Two Roads'; dir. Raj Khosla, 1969) 'Bindiya chamkegi ('the
bindi will sparkle), while the chorus chants: 'Give me soca ah ha/Boy
give me soca, ah ha'.16 The song then quickly warms to its main theme,
the 'Indian gyul that creolise', to use the words of a 1939 calypso by
Lord Invader. The calypsonian is courting an East Indian village girl—
'born in a shack in Debe', 'her parents from Indian Walk'—called
Sumintra.17 When she refuses to answer his letters, he 'hit the record
shops' and bought up 'Indian records' to give her, in the firm belief that
'music is the food of love'. But when he 'reach by the gyul she say stop,
Rikki, stop', for he has got it completely wrong. As the refrain goes:

Hold de Lata Mangeshkar
Give me soca ah ha ah ha
Tickle me with a lavway
Soca me till I sesay
Hold de Lata Mangeshkar
Give me soca ah ha ah ha.18

Sumintra cautions her suitor:

Doh let mih catch you in dat foolishness
Trying to reach de Indian in me

Boy I'm Trinbagonian
I like soca action
Take your Mohammed Rafi
Bring me Scrunter or Bally [calypsonians]
Only then you be talkin' to me . . . (1998).

As the song goes on to indicate, Sumintra has drawn a line between
'roots and culture'; her roots may be in the land of Lata Mangeshkar but
her 'culture' lies in the land of calypso/soca. Once again a musical
metaphor points to modes of self-fashioning—here is an Indo-Creole
person who differentiates between ethnic identity and cultural identity.
When asked why Sumintra needs to choose between the two, Rikki

16 Rikki Jai said this phrase was

selected by producer-composer Kenny

Phillips when he, Rikki, played him

samples of Lata Mangeshkar's music.

Rikki had 'not a clue' that it was a big

song in India, and neither he nor

Kenny knew what it meant. It proved

to be an 'intriguing' phrase for

Trmidadians, who often ask Rikki

what he is saying: ' Bindiya chamkegp.

Give me a chutney beat? Give me a

chunky beat?' 'Some don't even know

who Lata Mangeshkar is. They just

like how it (the name) sounds. I

wanted to convey the Trini-ness of

my situation (by singing this)'

(2004). Rikki sings 'Bindiya chamkegi

on a lower note than in the original

to match the refrain: 'Give me soca'.

17 References to two predominantly

East Indian villages in southern

Trinidad.

18 Rikki glossed 'lavway and 'sesay

thus: 'Lavway is a melodic phrase, the

way you create an expression,

everybody have their own lavway.

Sesay is a movement. These words are

from French patois . . .' (2004).

Calypso Rose (l.KI-T) and Saucy Wow (RICHT)
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insisted that she was not choosing Soca over Indian music: 'She is very
accustomed to Indian music, but now she wants calypso. She's saying
that at this particular stage she wants Soca, when she's being courted'
(2004). Interestingly, while Rikki himself started out in calypso and also
sings reggae, parang, chutney and Hindi film songs, he is best known as
a chutney-soca singer, winning numerous awards including the recently
instituted Chutney Soca Monarch title. This musical form does not
claim a solely 'Indian' or 'African' origin. In the words of Drupatee's
song Indian soca, sounding sweeter/Hotter than a chula [clay oven]', in
chutney-soca 'Rhythm from Africa and from India/blend together in a
perfect mixture'. Here Drupatee presents a very different kind of musi-
cal option than preferring soca to Hindi film music or the other way
around, as the crowds thronging her shows and those of other chutney-
soca performers indicate.

There are East Indians, however, who reject chutney-soca as well as
calypso in favour of Hindi film music and Hindi films. Among them is
columnist Rajnie Ramlakhan, who articulates a peculiarly Trinidadian
connection between the films and Hinduism. In a recent piece titled
'Hinduism here to stay forever', Ramlakhan applauds the importance of
the joint family as shown in Hum Saath Saath Hain ('We Stand United';
dir. Sooraj Barjatya, 1999) (which, incidentally, did not do well in India),
and talks of the Sanatan Dharma Maha Sabha's recent executive meetings
discussing the joint family, seen by Ramlakhan as a key feature of
Hinduism. Hum Saath Saath Hain is brilliant, she declares, because 'It is
. . . a re-affirmation in Hinduism done through an exciting medium. It
is a strong declaration of faith in Hindu dharma, taking us into the new
millennium.' The writer goes on to say that 'just when you think Hindi
movies couldn't get any better, especially after last year's mega hit Kuch

Kuch Hota Hai, comes Hum Saath Saath Hain to surpass it. There are also
many other very good movies around for the year like Taal ['Beat'; dir.
Subhash Ghai, 1999] and Dilkgi ['Heartstrings'; dir. Sunny Deol, 1999]'
(Ramlakhan 1999).

These are very diverse kinds of romantic films, although they share
the new production values which go to make up the globalized
'Bollywood' film (as opposed to the 'Hindi' film which addresses a more
local audience in India), and a good deal of ingenuity would be required

TEJASWINI NIRANJANA

to read them as promoting 'Hindu values'. What might be interesting
to investigate here is the possibility that while earlier Hindi films circu-
lated in Trinidad as markers of cultural difference, they might now be
read as representations of idyllic East-West synthesis in which, unlike
the situation in Trinidad, the strains don't show.

Ramlakhan's insistence on the Hinduness of Hindi cinema is per-
haps not new in the Caribbean context. As far back as the 1940s, the
bulletin of the Sanatan Dharma Maha Sabha, which became the
umbrella organization of Hindu groups in Trinidad, carried advertise-
ments for Hindi films which they considered part of the revival of
Indian culture (Ali 1993: 146). The main aim of the bulletin, according
to Mohammed, was to disseminate information about the organization
in order to 'hold and build its membership' (in Kanhai 1999: 82). To
give another example of the close association of Hinduism and cinema,
here is a brief biographical account of the family of Kavita Maharaj,
who works for Radio 90.5 FM dedicated to 'East Indian music' [chut-
ney and Hindi film music]. Her great-grandfather was Pandit Vyakaran
Bhushan Ramjatan, 'leader of the Hindu masses' according to the sta-
tion's website, who was responsible for government recognition of
Hinduism; Kavita is also granddaughter of Bajnath and Cecilia
Maharaj, pioneers of Indian film distribution in the Caribbean.

While some East Indians and their African counterparts today sup-
port the political and cultural polarization of the two racial groups—the
shrillest voices accusing each other of fundamentalisms which may not
mean much to most Trinidadians—in the context of mounting criti-
cism from all sides of an Indian-dominated government finally brought
down by infighting in its second five-year term, some of those in what
calypsonian Black Stalin calls 'the cultural business' are side-stepping
the race talk common in the public sphere and presenting messages of
integration in hugely popular songs like 'Real Unity' (2001), performed
by upcoming young soca/rapso singer Machel Montano and Drupatee
Ramgoonai, the chutney-soca star.

Machel and Drupatee intertwine parts of a Hindi film song ('Aap

jaisa koi' ('someone like you'), from the film Qurbani (Sacrifice; dir.
Feroz Khan, 1980), composed by Biddu and originally sung by Nazia
Hasan)-—the Hindi lyrics sung by Drupatee—with Machel Montano
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singing 'Unite de nation', his words ostensibly speaking about 'jumping
up' ('Cause yuh know we love de jumpin' jumpinVAnd that is real
unity') during Carnival, playing mass ('Pretty in we costume with plenty
sequin') and 'wining' to the music: 'Everybody looking at we/How we
wining in ah unity/Is Mr Machel with Drupatee/Movin like ah big fam-
ily/And that is real unity'. The chorus is woven around the incantatory
chant 'Unite de nation/unite de nation/unite de nation'. For Machel
and Drupatee, dancing and singing together stands for the larger proj-
ect of living in harmony: 'Why we fuss and fight?/Tonight we come to
unite'. Not since the Black Power movement of 1970, perhaps, has
there been such a direct call for unity between Indian and African.
However, unlike the initiatives of that time, 'Real Unity' touches upon
the most difficult question between the races, a question that seldom
gets articulated as a political one: douglarization, or cohabitation
between Indian and African.19

The message of unity in this song is clearly a sexualized one and, to
anyone who has seen or participated in carnival-style dancing, the ref-
erence also seems to be to cohabitation between the races:

Noting wrong with wining on ah Indian gyul
Noting wrong with wining on ah Chinee gyul
Noting wrong with wining on ah African gyul
Noting wrong with wining on ah Syrian gyul
Is real unity (Ramgoonai and Montano CD 2001).

In contrast, the Hindi lyrics run:

Aap jaisa koi meri

[Someone like you . . .]

zindagi mein aaye

[comes into my life]

To baat ban jaaye

[then that will be something/things will happen]

Ah ha to baat ban jaaye.

The language is that of a highly romantic and erotically charged love
song, a feature common to many Hindi films of the period, but the jux-
taposition of these words (about what the Indian woman wants) with
Machel's celebration of wining suggests that the desire to physically
unite is related to the desire for the unification of the body-politic.

19 An older East Indian woman

whose family was closely associated

with the Creole-dominated People's

National Movement party said that

while many Africans came to her

house when she was growing up, and

they were treated in very friendly

manner, there was avoidance of all talk

of inter-marriage. As she put it, the

message to the African was: 'You can

he my brother, but not my brother-in-

law" (Anisa 1997).

LP cover of Drupatees album Mr Bissessar (I.KIT) and Machel Montano (RIGHT).

More strongly put, 'every creed and race' 'jumpin' as one' and loving 7 5

'one another' is what, according to the calypsonians, will make possible
'unification . . . 'pon de plan' of the nation itself.

Har kisi ko chaahiye

[everyone desires]

Tan man ka milan

[meeting of body and mind]

Kaash kucch pal aisaa

[I wish for some minutes thus]

Dil aap ka ho jaaye

[My heart would be yours].

As Drupatee says in an interview, if in her earlier hit Mr Bissessar it
was the tassa drums that 'did it for people', 'this time it is the Hindi song
together with the music, it is the blend of Machel's voice and my voice,
the film tune mix with Machel soca' (see John 2000). Recounting how
she came to record the song, Drupatee mentions that she was asked to
come over to Machel's studio for some work. When she reached there
Machel started to hum 'Aap jaisa koi': As soon as he started to hum it
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I recognized the tune 'cause I knew the movie long time.'20 Obviously,
the Hindi film song was part of the cultural memory of both the
African and the East Indian singer. The newspaper article which carried
these quotes from an interview with Drupatee began with the comment
that the singer was 'weathering [a] storm of protest from people . . .
opposed to the unity message in her current hit' (ibid.), and concluded
with Drupatee saying that 'Africans and Indians should give themselves
a chance . . . to come together.' The first statement was a reference to
the rumour that some East Indian radio stations had refused to play
'Real Unity', objecting to its line, 'Noting wrong with wining on ah
Indian gyul'. This sort of controversy is not new for Drupatee, since
some of her earlier songs from the 1980s onwards have attracted simi-
lar criticism from East Indian men concerned about her exuberant sex-
ual explicitness. Interestingly, Trinidadian media do not carry criticism
of the raunchy dances in present-day Hindi films or of the skimpy
clothes worn by female stars in, for example, the movies commended
above for upholding Hindu values. The attacks on chutney-soca, and
Drupatee's music in particular, have not much to do with 'Indian' films,
but are part of a debate in the musical public sphere of Trinidad.
Chutney-soca may borrow from Hindi film music but it has created a
uniquely Trinidadian expressive space which then attracts both appreci-
ation and criticism on its own terms, though often in contrast with
Creole modernity.

As I have argued elsewhere (Niranjana 2006, see Chapter 3),
Drupatee's chutney-soca performances draw attention to a certain 'grain
of the voice' that could seem far more threatening to notions of female
sexual propriety than the lyrics by themselves could convey. In fact,
Drupatee's voice in 'Real Unity' is far less robust than in her earlier hit
songs, 'Mr Bissessar 'or 'Lick up mih Nani', and with good reason. Here
she has to counterpoint Machel's guttural, rough voice with lyrics that
almost float on the surface of the song. Here again, more significant
than the lyrics is the interleaving of Drupatee's voice with Machel's, and
the sensual effect produced by this juxtaposition. Writing about the sig-
nificance of Machel's band Xtatik performing a party song rather than
a socio-political commentary calypso, Trinidadian activist-scholar
Sheila Rampersad points out that 'the song's title . . . subverts the

20 Another version of this story is

that Drupatee asked Machel what he

wanted her to do, and he said:

'There's an old song from the movie

Qurbani.' Drupatee knew these songs

and started humming 'Aapjaise koi'.

'When I hummed the piece, he said

this is what he wanted' (2004).

21 Famous Afro-Trinidadian female

singers like Calypso Rose and Ella

Andall have a longstanding

connection with 'Indian' music. In

conversations in April 2004, Rose

mentioned that she has sung with

Sundar Popo in Surinam, Guyana,

Trinidad and Tobago, and New York.

She has also worked with Drupatee in

some of these places. Andall says one

of her favourite singers is I.ata

Mangeshkar and she knows verses

from several Hindi film songs.

national unity slogan of the [then] ruling United National Congress
(UNC) and suggests itself as a representation of real unity' (2001).
Beyond the platitudes of politicians about racial unity, and beyond the
race talk of some calypsonians, Machel and Drupatee strive to create a
space for a 'soca-chutney jam' in which 'everybody hug up together as
one'. The complex task of unification—to be sought for in the music
because it cannot perhaps be accomplished anywhere else—is under-
scored by the sweet sounds of Xtatik as they perform with Dil-E-
Nadaan and JMC Triveni, two of the leading East Indian orchestras,
who play their version of the Qurbani song.21

The use of Hindi film lyrics and melody in 'Real Unity' represents
a departure from the older calypsos which used them predominantly for
humorous effect, as in 'Sumintra' or 'Mastana Babar'. It is also new for
an East Indian woman to be singing the Hindi film lyrics. Far from
turning this into a gesture that simply essentializes racial/cultural iden-
tities by mapping feminine onto 'Indian' and masculine onto 'African',
the Hindi film melody—and the sound of the lyrics—in 'Real Unity'
create a space from which the East Indian woman can articulate the dis-
tinctiveness of her cultural location.

If the East Indian woman in the calypso tradition is usually courted
by the African man, the Indian man seems to be finding a new suitor.
In the 2004 Soca Monarch Competition, a crowd favourite was Afro-
Trinidadian Denise Belfon a.k.a. Saucy Wow. Growing up watching the
'Mastana Bahar show and Indian films on television, claiming to be
fascinated by Hindi cinema, Belfon, a former beauty queen, had picked
up Indian melodies and dance styles which included intricate head
movements from classical Indian dance. Clad in a glittering blue sari
which she drapes herself, and surrounded by chutney dancers, Belfon,
who did a popular English/Bhojpuri remix of Sonny Mann's 'Lotay La'

in 1996 and who—singing in Hindi/Bhojpuri—also contests at present
in the Chutney Monarch Competition, comes onstage to the beat of a
musical phrase from the Hindi film Takshak ('Snake'; dir. Govind
Nihalani, 1999). This beat heralds Belfon's hit song 'I am looking for
an Indian Man' (2004). In her high-energy performance, Belfon casts
off her sari and emerges in orange tights as she proceeds to wine down
the house. While for decades male calypsonians had sung about the
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exotic Indian woman, representing her as the normative feminine, this
was the very first time that an African woman was representing in music
a desire for the Indian man, and, in doing so, performing an implicit
critique of normative Creole Trinidadian masculinity. More importantly,
given the centrality of Hindi film music to cultural production in
Trinidad, it is significant that Belfon draws not only on this music but
also on the representative context (that of 'Bollywood') in which the
music is embedded.
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j . 1 Reference to musical
I samples played by
j Tejaswini Niranjana

| during her presentation.

FRANK J. KOROM. I was struck by the pervasive influ-

ence of Hindi film music in the construction of

Trinidadian identities and I immediately thought of

Brian Larkin's work that looks at the impact of Hindi

cinema and music in Nigeria. There is something

about it that seems to be more magnetic for certain

parts of the world than others. It finds niches in

places where I suppose he would argue the morals

and values of India mesh better with those of the

locals. I was wondering whether you wanted to com-

ment on that at all, in terms of why this happens,

besides the obvious reason that a large proportion of

the population is Indian in Trinidad. Are there other

reasons—aesthetic, moral, ethical? Why do you think

it is having such a pull on the local population there?

Not only Indian but, as you pointed out, also Afro-

Trinidadian.

TEJASWINI NIRANJANA. A very brief response. I've only

read one article by Larkin which I found very interest-

ing though I am not aware of the extent of his work.

I don't want to come up with a general theory of

Hindi cinema's applicability to other parts of the
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world, and I think what I would still like to emphasize

in terms of my presentation is the music. It is not as

if the moral or ethical values of Hindi cinema have a

great deal of currency in this situation. Indeed, it

causes a great deal of puzzlement. I talked about the

stress caused by Hindi films in the configurations of

Indo-African relations in Trinidad. So, that is not what

people are relating to. I think what is enabled by the

focus on music which so informs the entire society is

that they can sort of 'pull out' the music. And that all

ethnic groups in the society can actually respond to

the music. It doesn't mean they watch the Hindi films

with the same degree of avidity. I don't think the film

as a cinematic object or visual product travels as

much as the music does in this particular context.

SUMATHI RAMASWAMY. Thanks Tejaswini, that was a

marvellous presentation and thanks so much for the

wonderful music' The question I really had was about

temporality. Because one of the things that struck me,

(unless I was hearing it wrong or maybe it was just the

evidence we got today), is that these are all singers

from a different era, right? I was wondering—in all the
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examples I heard today, I don't think any were after the

1970s. Am I right? Is that an accident or is that just

what we heard today? Or is the exposure to the songs

only from that era? Are contemporary songs not com-

ing in at all? If they aren't, that is one thing; but if they

are and are not being responded to, that is different.

TEJASWINI NIRANJANA. The short answer is: I don't think

there is a lag. I think you need to think about this

somewhat differently. The songs I played for you

actually cover a fairly huge span of time. Chalkdust,

with whom I began, sang that song in the late 1970s

and the last song I played was from 2004. Denise

Belfon uses a phrase from Takshak which is a very

recent film. I am not sure that it matters, beyond a

point. Because what the film music is signifying in

Trinidad is the sense of something being Indian. And

Indian in quotation marks in Trinidad is obviously very

different from what it might be elsewhere in the

world. In some ways, whether it's A. R. Rehman's

music in Takshak or the older playback music of Lata

Mangeshkar, they are all part of the same spectrum

and they would be, I think, absorbed in the same way

and responded to in the same way. When I was work-

ing with musicians this last summer in Trinidad, I real-

ized that the bands do a lot of remixes. They have now

become a very big act—which Myers talks about in

her earlier work—where earlier you had singers who

were more important. What I gathered from talking

to even the major singers is that now when they are

called for a show, they will at the most sing three or

four songs. It is the bands who are demanding more

space as an individual act. These bands only do cover

versions and include the latest hits from Kal Ho Na

Ho.2 The people I worked with had already done a

remix of 'Mahi ve'.3 So it's completely contemporary. I

am not entirely sure that the temporality problem is

even perceived there. 'Mahi ve' is as Indian and con-

temporary as Lata Mangeshkar. So they all occupy a

space that is marked off as Indian.

RUSTOM BHARUCHA. I want to pick up on the word

'quotation'. For it seems to me that India is being

'quoted' in any number of ways in the chutney tradi-

tion. I am wondering whether that kind of methodol-

ogy, that trope, that way of accessing India, is enough

for me when I am watching these very inventive

musical traditions. I see this musical tradition as an

extremely intricate local phenomenon. There are so

many things going on at the same time. So 'diaspora',

in relation to this very dense local context and prac-

tice, seems like an overarching category. It may be rel-

evant but it isn't salient. There are too many things

happening in this performance that don't quite need

the theoretical support of the diaspora. Watching the

videos of 'Chutney', it seemed to me like a completely

homegrown product emerging out of the multiple

and hybrid energies and fantasies of the performers.

India at best has got some sort of quotational value,

but how exactly is 'India' being accessed?

TEJASWINI NIRANJANA. I just want to say that is a very

interesting point about a larger cultural phenomenon

that is not confined to Trinidad. But I'm glad you

brought up the first point because I want to under-

score that what I am talking about in my book is

entirely a local phenomenon. That is why I have

always resisted using this term diaspora because I

don't feel it really has any conceptual charge in that

sort of context to describe the phenomenon that I am

trying to describe.

HELEN MYERS. First of all, Tejaswini I really have to say

how welcome your viewpoint is. I said it to you per-

sonally after your talk about how wonderful it is to

me, and to all of us working on Trinidad, to have an

Indian working on the East Indians of Trinidad. It is

very important and is an interesting viewpoint and

one that we need very much.

A couple of things came to mind while you were

presenting your paper. As to the question of the rele-

vance of social and cultural values expressed in Indian

films and how East Indian Trinidadians feel about

them—I wonder. I've had two experiences in the last

few weeks that puzzled me a bit. I lived with the

Rohit family in Felicity village. I've known them for 30

4 A 2004 hit Hindi Film

•.M'-ch portrays the story

o: v.ndying love between

a H-ndu soldier pilot

from India who falls in

IO.C- with a Pakistani

I.VJiin girl- Barriers of

WT'nunity and national-

ly separate them till they

..me after 22 years.

2 One of the bigges1.

Bollywood hits ?f 2CC3

directed by Nikl-: Ad.r

story and screerC'Sy c;

Karan Johar.

3 A mega-hit s c g frc"

the fi lm Kal Ho tie Ho

(lit., 'whether or "ot

tomorrow comes1)- .

years and when I got there they said, 'Helen, we have

to rent this movie—this is the story of our life and I

want you to understand what is happening to us.' It

is a film about the break-up of the joint family. They

have four children who live separately now and they

were desperate to have me see it so I could under-

stand their private lives. So this was something that

is extremely relevant. And then again, the whole

family went off to Movie Town and saw VeerZaara4

and it just knocked their socks off—about Hindus

and Muslims and Pakistan and India and the whole

thing and the songs. Somehow I felt that it touched

their value structure, that it was very important to

them. This reconciliation was very, very meaningful in

terms of their life in Trinidad.

TEJASWINI NIRANJANA. I'm not entirely sure I agree with

you on that last point but, again, my perception as a

scholar from India (with a very different entry point

into Trinidad than yourself) might have some influ-

ence on how I see it. One thing that did strike me a

lot about Trinidad is the ease with which whatwe see

as insurmountable problems in India—the caste dis-

tinctions and religious identities—are breached with-

out a thought, and have been so for a very long time.

I have friends who have in their families Hindus,

Christians and Muslims. And what has happened, I

think, is that racial distinction has overridden the kind

of distinction that we have in India. And there has

been such a recomposition of caste distinctions for

example, so that those don't work. As someone from

India who is reflecting on her own predicament here,

these are the very striking aspects that one finds. So

when you talk about Hindi movies resonating with

the Hindu-Muslim conflict—in my limited experience

of Trinidadians that has not featured at all with what

many people have told me. There was one particular

story of an Indo-Trinidadian Muslim girl who told me

that her cousin just got married and there was huge

outcry in the family, and I said, 'Well, what was the

problem—wasn't he Muslim?' and she said, 'No, he

was Muslim but he's African.' I'm just saying that I

think our experiences and our entry points are per-

haps very different and that might impact what we

see. 83
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